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Sound Box Store specialises in offering the highest 
technological advancements in acoustic meeting rooms, 
zoom rooms and phone booths.

Soundbox offers advanced acoustic meeting rooms, Zoom rooms, and phone 
booths designed with sustainability, safety, and impeccable design in mind.
Our frames showcase a blend of engineering and aesthetics, distinguishing us 
from bulkier alternatives in the market.

Our philosophy
Partnering with professionals from different  
industry sectors to deliver consistent, reliable,  
and competitive acoustic control, insulation, and 
damping solutions. We are in the business of inspiring 
and opening up a new era of infinite possibilities within 
the industry. 

Our mission
As Europe’s acoustic solution leader, we’re dedicated 
to providing comfortable, sustainable soundproof pod 
and booth environments that foster productivity.

10 years in the making
With a state-of-the-art facility in Europe, we’ve spent 
10 years perfecting our sound booth solutions. From 
mature markets to emerging ones, our innovative 
Zoom rooms and phone booths enhance productivity 
and acoustic control.

Low carbon
Soundbox Store are the first company to use recycled 
carbon plastic materials. For each Soundbox booth: 
carbon footprint ≤0.071kg Co2e, energy consumption 
≤0.4MJ, air acidification ≤0.0001kg SO2e, water 
eutrophication ≤0.00002 PO4. Care for our global 
home with technology.

Get a room!
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Our Green Pledge

Our dedication to sustainability is at the heart of everything we do. We understand the 
importance of responsible manufacturing, and it’s our mission to contribute positively to 
the environment.

Sustainable Materials

Our products are a testament to our eco-conscious approach. Every aspect of our 
manufacturing process is designed with sustainability in mind:

Aluminium Frame and Corner Panels
Our products feature an aluminium frame and corner panels that 
are 100% recyclable, making them ideal for creating durable 
structures without contributing to waste.

Recyclable Glass
The glass we use is 100% recyclable, ensuring that even 
transparent elements in our products are aligned with our eco-
friendly ethos.

Recycled Plastic Polymer
Our plastic polymer components are manufactured from recycled 
plastics and are 100% recyclable, reducing the need for virgin 
materials and minimizing our carbon footprint.

Eco-Conscious Packaging
We believe in responsible packaging solutions. Our cardboard 
packaging is recyclable, and our plastic packaging is also 
recyclable, achieving a remarkable 95% recyclability rate.

PET Board from Recycled Plastic Bottles
We proudly utilise PET boards made from recycled plastic bottles, 
transforming waste into a valuable resource while maintaining the 
highest standards of quality.

Recyclable Electrical Elements
Our products incorporate electrical elements that are designed for 
optimal efficiency and are 90% recyclable, ensuring that even the 
technology we use aligns with our sustainability goals.

Nominal Materials
Even the smaller components matter. Seals, foams, and other 
nominal materials are crafted to be 60% recyclable, reflecting our 
commitment to reducing waste across the board.

Embracing 
Sustainability
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We Bring You Consultation Services
 
We begin by igniting inspiration. We offer guidance and bring results. Occasionally, you may 
simply require acoustic relief. However, we are also at your service for broader needs, such as 
fostering a collaborative team, promoting focused productivity, or establishing an unforgettable 
brand presence. From initial strategizing to the final implementation, experience the potential of 
transforming exceptional concepts into reality.

We commence by instilling inspiration
Were available to personally consult each office new layout idea. This is how we ensure top-notch quality, considerate 
environmental impact, and scrutinise operational procedures. We extend the same level of diligence to the delivery process, 
employing intelligent logistics to transport goods to our warehouse and hubs. Additionally, we utilise both in-house and regional 
logistics within the UK, ensuring a seamless and efficient process.

Design & space planning
Craft a workspace that amplifies your brand’s productivity. Enhance teamwork and confidentiality, liberate additional room, and 
reintegrate remote staff into the office environment. And if you’ve yet to witness a client area transformed into a bar, or a conference 
room featuring a putting green, we have a couple more delightful surprises up our sleeves.

Project management
When you relocate or revamp your office, get in touch with us. Our team will oversee all facets of planning and orchestrating your 
project with thoroughness, dedication – and adhering to stringent timelines. We go above and beyond the essentials, including the 
integration of acoustic booths, and are proficient in executing your design blueprint.
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Bringing creative,  
productive work  
environments  
back again!

Plug & play 
installation
Our revolutionary product design 
allows you to move the panels 
anywhere you wish. Carefree!

No renovation needed
The breakthrough in product 
design and process means you 
pay less for the same results.

Cost-effective
At a fraction of the cost of 
traditional construction, our pre-fab 
solutions create additional space 
for focused work and collaboration 
without constant noise, interruption, 
and distraction.

Flexible
Unlike traditional constructions,  
our purpose-built Pods are designed 
to adapt to your workspace and 
can easily be positioned in various 
places throughout your office,  
or in an entirely new location.

Time saving
Thoughtful design ensures simple 
installation in a few hours or less. 
Either installed by our team of  
fully insured professionals or 
guided by clear instructions and 
online videos.

Hearing protection
We specialise in architectural 
acoustic environments, 
construction, and industrial noise 
control. Acoustic environmental 
safety technology and solutions.
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Folio Phone Booth
Acoustic phone pod

The Folio Phone Booth provides an excellent solution for those 
looking for a quiet and comfortable workspace. With superior 
sound insulation, ergonomic design, and easy assembly, our 
acoustic phone booths are the perfect addition to any busy office 
environment. Don’t let noise and distractions get in the way of 
your productivity and creativity.

Product model

 � Lights, Power, Action! Within the Folio Task Booth sits a mini sofa, 
cushioned for comfort but primarily for support, complimented by an 
organically curved task desk

 � Equipped with a directional task lighting bar and singular UL/CE 220-240v 
power socket (UK or EU) with 2 * USB and 1 * USB-C will power the 
devices required

 � The PIR sensor will help save on power, automatically turning off after 5mins 
of not being occupied

Furniture

The Folio comes with mini sofa, 
task desk, and task light designed 
ergonomically for working on laptop, 
phone booth, zoom / conference 
calls.

Dimensions

Internal Size: H196 W100 D80cm 
External Size: H210 W110 D90cm 
Net Weight: 224kg (Pod+Furniture)
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Folio Stand Up
Acoustic phone booth

Busy environments can be chaotic, interruptive and 
frustrating, with less focus resulting in poor productivity 
and creativity. Within our Folio Phone Booth, we offer 
retreat, comfort and well-being within an ergonomic 
cocoon of tranquillity. The occupant focuses on the task 
at hand, delivering the required results with minimum 
interruption. Our phone booths are built to the highest 
standards and finished to perfection, delivered flat-
packed and can be assembled in an hour.

Product model

 � Lights, Power, Action! Within the Folio Task Booth sits counter height stool, 
complimented by an plywood layer organically curved task desk

 � Equipped with a directional task lighting bar and singular UL/CE 220-240v 
power socket (UK or EU) with 2 * USB and 1 * USB-C will power the 
devices required

 � The PIR sensor will help save on power, automatically turning off after 5mins 
of not being occupied

Furniture

The Folio comes with counter stool, 
task desk, and task light designed 
ergonomically for working on laptop, 
phone booth, zoom / conference 
calls.

Dimensions

Internal Size: H196 W100 D80cm 
External Size: H210 W110 D90cm 
Net Weight: 224kg (Pod+Furniture)
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Quell Acoustic 
Phone Booth
Soundproof phone pod

If you’re looking for a solution to noisy office environments 
and want to provide your employees with a private space for 
important conversations, look no further than our acoustic 
controlled phone booths. Our booths are available in a range of 
finishes, ensuring that they will blend seamlessly into any office 
environment. And with bluetooth connectivity speaker and a 
singular motor upgraded turbo fan ventilation system, our booths 
are optimised for comfort and productivity.

Product model

 � UL & CE Certificated
 � Bluetooth Control System with speaker, connect devices for calls, zoom calls 

or music
 � Switches for LED lighting and ventilation power
 � Motion Sensor - Only use power when in use
 � 1 * 220-240 Power Socket UK/ EU
 � 2 * USB DC 5V, 2.1A
 � 1 * USB-C DC 5V, 2.1A
 � 1 * AUX Input Lossless

Furniture

Optional furniture built specifically 
for these pods is an excellent option 
for comfort and style. The stool is 
adjustable via a hydraulic lift; the work 
shelf is plywood style front and white 
laminated top.

Dimensions

External size: H230 W100 D93.6cm 
Internal size: H214 W84 D90cm 
Net weight: 299kg (Pod+Furniture)
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Quell Flex 
Phone Booth
Acoustic Phone Booth + Electric Desk

Introducing our latest product innovation: the all-in-one solution 
to combat noisy office environments - the acoustic phone 
booth paired with our cutting-edge electric adjustable desk. 
Not only do we prioritise privacy and productivity, but we also 
understand the importance of ergonomic workstations.

Product model

 � An agile phone booth includes inbuilt adjustable electrical desk with 3 
preset settings for height. At its lowest point 750mm and highest point 
1200mm. 

 � Paired with upgraded new adjustable stool. 
 � The device shelf with thick plywood layer detailing and organic shape is 

aesthetically pleasing, 600mm wide and 250mm deep.

Furniture

Optional furniture built specifically 
for these pods is an excellent option 
for comfort and style. The stool is 
adjustable via a hydraulic lift; the height 
adjustable work shelf is plywood style 
front and white laminated top.

Dimensions

Adjustable Desk: W600 * D250mm,  
Lowest Point 750mm, 
Highest Point 1200mm

External Size: H230 W100 D93.6cm 
Internal Size: H214 W84 D90cm 
Net Weight: 275kg (Pod),  
299kg (Pod+Furniture)
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Quell - Office Pod  
- 2 Person
Soundproof Zoom Room

Our multi-task phone booth is available in various options, allowing for different uses from 
one-to-one training to more personal, casual discussions. The booth can also  
be used as a work station, providing a private and focused workspace for longer periods 
of time. Our multi-task phone booth is designed to allow two occupants to choose from a 
variety of different furniture options depending on the task at hand.  
Whether you need to conduct dual person Zoom room conference calls or require a 
private workspace for focused work, our multi-task phone booth is the perfect solution.

Optional furniture

Optional furniture options are available for our  
1-2 person multi-function booth.

1.  Dual adjustable stools and work shelf, great for 
zoom calls or phone calls.

2.  2 Person Meeting Room with comfortable corner 
stools and table.

3.  Solo work booth with modern classic office chair 
and stable work desk.

Dimensions

External size: H230 W150 D123.6cm 
Internal size: H214 W134 D120cm 
Net weight:  
425kg (Net Pod) 
459kg (Pod+Furn. Set 1) 
464kg (Pod+Furn. Set 2) 
456kg (Pod+Furn. Set 3)
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Quell - Meeting Booth 
- 4 Person
Soundproof Meeting Booth

Our soundproof meeting booth designed specifically for focus-driven working 
environments. Our meeting booth comfortably seats 3 to 4 people, making it perfect for 
conference, private, or group Zoom calls. Our soundproof meeting booth is the perfect 
solution if you’re looking for an acoustic meeting booth for your office. Its design provides 
a private and distraction-free environment for conducting meetings, collaborating, and 
concentrating on important tasks.

Product model

 � UL & CE Certificated
 � Bluetooth Control System with speaker,  connect devices for calls, zoom calls or music
 � Switches for LED lighting and ventilation power
 � Motion Sensor – only use power when in use
 � 1* AUX Input Lossless
 � 1* 220-240 Power Socket UK/ EU
 � 2* USB DC 5V, 2.1A
 � 1* USB-C DC 5V, 2.1A

*Twice as many power outlets with furniture option

Optional furniture

Optional Sofa, Table and Monitor stand available. 
Furniture specifically built for these pods is an 
excellent option for functionality comfort and style 
whilst allowing maximum space without feeling 
crowded. 

*Monitor not included.

Dimensions

External size: H226 W110 D90cm 
Internal size: H214 W204 D150cm 
Net weight: 745kg (Pod+Furniture)
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Quell - Meeting Booth  
- 6 Person
Acoustic Meeting Booth

Our meeting booth is a 4 to 6-person spacious conference pod with top-of-the-
line acoustic properties. Equipped with a dual silent ventilation system, this acoustic 
meeting pod offers industry-leading airflow to ensure a comfortable and distraction-free 
environment. The booth is designed to inspire your team and help them focus on the task 
at hand, with minimal internal and external acoustic influence.

Product model

 � UL & CE Certificated
 � Bluetooth Control System with speaker, connect devices for calls, zoom calls or music
 � Switches for LED lighting and ventilation power
 � Motion Sensor - Only use power when in use
 � 1* AUX Input Lossless
 � 1* 220-240 Power Socket UK/ EU
 � 2* USB DC 5V, 2.1A
 � 1* USB-C DC 5V, 2.1A

*Twice as many power outlets with furniture option.

Optional furniture

Optional Sofa, Table and Monitor stand available. 
Furniture specifically built for these pods is an 
excellent option for functionality comfort and  
style whilst allowing maximum space without  
feeling crowded. 

*Monitor not included.

Dimensions

External size: H230 W220 D213.6cm 
Internal size: H214 W204 D210cm 
Net weight: 
680kg (Pod) 
833kg (Pod+Furn. Set 1) 
761kg (Pod+Furn. Set 2)
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The world’s leading brands 
choose Soundbox...
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A comfort cocoon
Acoustics-controlled environments develop motivation, well-being,  
mindfulness, productivity, and focus.

Sykes, David M., PhD., 2004, “Productivity: How Acoustics Affect Workers’ Performance in Open Areas”

62%
Increase work 
motivation 

44%
Increase the ability 
to focus  
on tasks 

52%
Increase 
performance in 
tasks that require 
full concentration 

29%
Reduced pressure 
level

55%
Reduced session 
interference 

18%
Reduced  
error rate
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We’d love for you to see a Soundbox.  
Visit our showroom or schedule a virtual  
visit to see the booths for yourself.
 
SHOWROOM LONDON: 
73 Central Street, Clerkenwell 
London, EC1V 8BU 
 
PHONE: 
+44 (0) 20 4586 3800
 
EMAIL: 
hush@soundboxstore.com
 
WEB: 
soundboxstore.com

Thinking
inside the 
box

SHOWROOM BEACONSFIELD: 
10 Penn Road, Beaconsfield
Buckinghamshire, HP9 2LH

SHOWROOM SPAIN: 
Cami vereda sur 46 Beniparrell  
Valencia 46469 
 
PHONE: 
+34 965 02 81 99
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soundboxstore.com

ISO9001:2015
Quality Management
ISO14001:201
Environmental Management
ISO45001:2018
Occupational Health and Safety
ISO 23351-1
Acoustic Industry Accredited

@sound-box-store

@soundbox_store

@soundboxstore

hush@soundboxstore.com

FOLLOW US ON


